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Ambitions is a new desk offered by KFI Studios in an ex

-

clusive contract partnership with Dutch design team Umage 
of Copenhagen. As workstations and workplaces change, 
the desire to create spaces with an elegantly streamlined 
and comfortable desk space has become a priority. Ambi

-

tions offers storage space without bulk. At just 39” across, it 
can comfortably fit into smaller spaces, helping users clear 
their minds and reduce clutter. The desk has a wide central 
drawer the right size for storing laptops, and the slim-ta

-

pered wing compartments can be easily accessed for hiding 
notebooks, pens, and other small office items. A concealed 
compartment at the back can hide unsightly wires and 
extension cords while easily providing access to electricity. 
Finishes include Oak and White as well as Dark Oak and 
White. The interplay between the wood and powder-coat 
materials add a soft, unmistakably Nordic feel.

Midtown Bench is a new companion piece to the popular 
Midtown table. Complementing a range of visual styles 
from traditional to transitional to modern, the bench also 
works as a stand-alone piece. It is suited to a wide variety 
of applications and areas including break rooms, co-work 
areas, student center landing areas, hospitality and transi-

tional spaces. The hand-stained solid wood seat is made in 
the USA and is available in three finish options: Barnwood, 
Natural, and a rich Espresso. It is also available as part of 
KFI Studios’ two week upholstery program. Getting to the 
bottom of it, the single piece base is a 2.25” frame and 
is constructed of 16 gauge steel and includes poly glides 
to make moving easy. It is ANSI-BIFMA tested up to 500 
pounds. www.kfistudios.com

>Mohawk Group (3-377)
Smart City is a Living Product Certified carpet plank sys-

tem inspired by some of the world’s most connected cities, 
and how those systems provide human mobility and connec-
tivity. Urban Model offers an intricate base texture presented 
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